To our wonderful Bali friends and family,

Please let me thank you for considering to join our island-wide “Komitmen” in an effort to end the crisis of plastic pollution in our oceans, rivers, fields and landfills.

Should you sign the One Island One Voice Komitmen, you will have joined a group of conscious and responsible businesspeople who want to preserve our natural environment for future generations with six realistic first steps.

Please take this Komitmen ethically and enforce the highest ideals and standards of plastic elimination, reduction, separation and disposal in your businesses. Beyond this Komitmen, please proudly teach your staff and empower them to spread the word, the methods, and the reasons we’re all making this Komitmen.

One Island One Voice has grown from a small movement by youth into what we feel has become Bali’s biggest collective movement of individuals, organizations, businesses, government and everything in between. We’re here to support everyone.

We are beyond excited to bring this Komitmen to you and introduce it on a mass scale to the island of Bali. I invite you to attend the launch event at 3pm on 30 July, 2018 at Potato Head Beach Club, Seminyak. We’re hoping to showcase the best sustainable solutions to help you achieve your Komitmens and also to honour those who have already taken these crucial steps.

We hope to see you all there.

Thank you,

Melati Wijsen
Founder of One Island One Voice and Bye Bye Plastic Bags
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